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This reference kit is based on my internet searches and knowledge. Here, all the figures
are from Google website. Although, it is not a comprehensive and exact solutions for the
problems, but it can be considered as a background reading and an initial point for
student researches. Please feel free to contact me if you have any comment or question.

1. Invent Yourself
Build a simple motor whose propulsion is based on corona discharge. Investigate how the
rotor's motion depends on relevant parameters and optimize your design for maximum
speed at a fixed input voltage.
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2. Aerosol
When water flows through a small aperture, an aerosol may be formed. Investigate the
parameters that determine whether an aerosol is formed rather than a jet for example.
What are the properties of the aerosol?
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3. Undertone Sound
Allow a tuning fork or another simple oscillator to vibrate against a sheet of paper with a
weak contact between them. The frequency of the resulting sound can have a lower
frequency than the tuning fork’s fundamental frequency. Investigate this phenomenon.
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4. Funnel and Ball
A light ball (e.g. ping-pong ball) can be picked up with a funnel by blowing air through it.
Explain the phenomenon and investigate the relevant parameters.
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5. Filling Up a Bottle
When a vertical water jet enters a bottle, sound may be produced, and, as the bottle is
filled up, the properties of the sound may change. Investigate how relevant parameters
of the system such as speed and dimensions of the jet, size and shape of the bottle or
water temperature affect the sound.
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6. Hurricane Balls
Two steel balls that are joined together can be spun at incredibly high frequency by first
spinning them by hand and then blowing on them through a tube, e.g. a drinking straw.
Explain and investigate this phenomenon.
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7. Loud Voices
A simple cone-shaped or horn-shaped object can be used to optimize the transfer of the
human voice to a remote listener. Investigate how the resulting acoustic output depends
on relevant parameters such as the shape, size, and material of the cone.
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8. Sci-Fi Sound
Tapping a helical spring can make a sound like a “laser shot” in a science-fiction movie.
Investigate and explain this phenomenon.
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9. Soy Sauce Optics
Using a laser beam passing through a thin layer (about 200 µm) of soy sauce the thermal
lens effect can be observed. Investigate this phenomenon.
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10. Suspended Water Wheel
Carefully place a light object, such as a Styrofoam disk, near the edge of a water jet
aiming upwards. Under certain conditions, the object will start to spin while being
suspended. Investigate this phenomenon and its stability to external perturbations.
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11. Flat Self-Assembly
Put a number of identical hard regular-shaped particles in a flat layer on top of a vibrating
plate. Depending on the number of particles per unit area, they may or may not form an
ordered crystal-like structure. Investigate the phenomenon.
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12. Gyroscope Teslameter
A spinning gyroscope made from a conducting, but nonferromagnetic material slows
down when placed in a magnetic field. Investigate how the deceleration depends on
relevant parameters.
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13. Moiré Thread Counter
When a pattern of closely spaced non-intersecting lines (with transparent gaps in
between) is overlaid on a piece of woven fabric, characteristic moiré fringes may be
observed. Design an overlay that allows you to measure the thread count of the fabric.
Determine the accuracy for simple fabrics (e.g. linen) and investigate if the method is
reliable for more complex fabrics (e.g. denim or Oxford cloth).
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14. Looping Pendulum
Connect two loads, one heavy and one light, with a string over a horizontal rod and lift up
the heavy load by pulling down the light one. Release the light load and it will sweep
around the rod, keeping the heavy load from falling to the ground. Investigate this
phenomenon.
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15. Newton’s Cradle
The oscillations of a Newton's cradle will gradually decay until the spheres come to rest.
Investigate how the rate of decay of a Newton's cradle depends on relevant parameters
such as the number, material, and alignment of the spheres.
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16. Sinking Bubbles
When a container of liquid (e.g. water) oscillates vertically, it is possible that bubbles in
the liquid move downwards instead of rising. Investigate this phenomenon.
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http://math.arizona.edu/~gabitov/teaching/131/math_485_585/Midterm_Reports/S
inking_Bubbles.pdf
http://math.arizona.edu/~gabitov/teaching/141/math_485/Final_Report/Bubble_Dy
namics_Final_Report.pdf

17. Popsicle Chain Reaction
Wooden popsicle sticks can be joined together by slightly bending each of them so that
they interlock in a so-called “cobra weave” chain. When such a chain has one of its ends
released, the sticks rapidly dislodge, and a wave front travels along the chain. Investigate
the phenomenon.














https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_elasticity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler%E2%80%93Bernoulli_beam_theory
Sautel, Jérémy, et al. "The physics of a popsicle stick bomb." American Journal of
Physics 85.10 (2017): 783-790.
https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1119/1.5000797
Boucher, Jean-Philippe, et al. "Popsicle-Stick Cobra Wave." Physical review
letters 119.8 (2017): 084301.
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.084301
https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/full/10.1119/1.5000797
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIwZ9d361A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0jQgGz7GfY
https://www.instructables.com/id/Cobra-Weave-Exploding-Stick-Bomb/
http://clubhousebeat.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/08/PopsicleStickReactionGuide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5vYrxC5kmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyFDGczUdQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX6kkuuMaQw

How to tackle the IYPT problems?








How to structure a report?
What level is competitive?
How to set the goals, fix the 
priorities, and set the direction
of the work?


How were people resolving
particular issues in the past?

Look through the historical solutions in the Archive :-)
an opportunity for goal-oriented
critical learning
examples, not guidelines
those solutions were good, but
yours should be better!

Is the novel research
limited and discouraged
by the existing common
knowledge and the
ongoing work of
competing groups? :-)

Important information


The basic goal of this Kit is not in providing students with a start-to-finish manual or in limiting their
creativity, but in encouraging them to


regard their work critically,



look deeper,



have a better background knowledge,



be skeptical in embedding their projects into the standards of professional research,



and, as of a first priority, be attentive in not “re-inventing the wheel”



An early exposure to the culture of scientific citations, and developing a responsible attitude toward
making own work truly novel and original, is assumed to be a helpful learning experience in
developing necessary standards and attitudes



Good examples are known when the Kit has been used as a concise supporting material for jurors and
the external community; the benefits were in having the common knowledge structured and better
visible



Even if linked from iypt.org, this file is not an official, binding release of the IYPT, and should under no
circumstances be considered as a collection of authoritative “musts” or “instructions” for whatever
competition



Serious conclusions will be drawn, up to discontinuing the project in its current form, if systematic
misuse of the Kit is detected, such as explicit failure of citing properly, replacing own research with a
compilation, or interpreting the Kit itself as a binding “user guide”



All suggestions, feedback, and criticism about the Kit are warmly appreciated :-)

Habits and customs


Originality and independence of your work is always considered as of a first priority



There is no “correct answer” to any of the IYPT problems



Having a deep background knowledge about earlier work in a given field may certainly
be a plus



Taking ideas without citing will be a serious misconduct



Critically distinguishing between personal contribution and common knowledge is likely
to be appreciated



Reading more in a non-native language may be very helpful



Local libraries and institutions can always help in getting access to paid articles in
journals, books and databases



Is IYPT all about reinventing the wheel, or innovating, creating, discovering, and being
able to contrast own work with earlier knowledge and the achievements of others?



Is IYPT all about competing, or about developing professional personal standards?

These problems have no solution?


“But, my dear fellows,” said Feodor Simeonovich, having deciphered the
handwriting. “This is Ben Beczalel’s problem! Didn’t Cagliostro prove that it had
no solution?”



“We know that it has no solution, too,” said Junta. “But we wish to learn how to
solve it.”



“How strangely you reason, Cristo… How can you look for a solution, where it
does not exist? It’s some sort of nonsense.”



“Excuse me, Feodor, but it’s you who are reasoning strangely. It’s nonsense to
look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking about how to deal with a
problem that has no solution. This is a question of profound principle…”
Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky

Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday.
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966)

Requirements for a successful IYPT report


A novel research, not a survey or a compilation of known facts



A balance between experimental investigation and theoretical analysis



A comprehensible, logical and interesting presentation, not a detailed description of
everything-you-have-performed-and-thought-about



A clear understanding of the validity of your experiments, and how exactly you analyzed
the obtained data



A clear understanding of what physical model is used, and why it is considered
appropriate





A clear understanding of what your theory relies upon, and in what limits it may be
applied
Comparison of your theory with your experiments



Clear conclusions and clear answers to the raised questions, especially those in the task



A clear understanding of what is your novel contribution, in comparison to previous
studies



Solid knowledge of relevant physics



Proofread nice-looking slides



An unexpected trick, such as a demonstration in situ, will always be a plus

The jury would like to understand…


What did you actually do?



Why did you do it?



How well did you do it?



Were you able to voice important questions and provide grounded answers?



What was your major contribution to the understanding of the phenomenon?



Can you judge the achievements and limits of your work in an objective,
skeptical and self-confident manner?



Are you proficient in relevant physics concepts?



Were you a self starter?



Are you at the same time a team player?



Could you be left unsupervised?

To work towards results?


Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!



If you cannot solve the entire problem, decide what is really
necessary and solve a partial problem



If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better



Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of
scientific skepticism!



Procrastination is definitely a risk :-)

Feynman: to be self-confident?


“I’ve very often made mistakes
in my physics by thinking the
theory isn’t as good as it really
is, thinking that there are lots of
complications that are going to
spoil it



― an attitude that anything can
happen, in spite of what you’re
pretty sure should happen.”

R.P. Feynman. Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman (Norton, New York, NY, 1985)

